Frontend Developer (QT & Vue.js) (f/m/d)

About us:
Smart4Diagnostics ("S4DX") is an award winning, fast-growing start-up based in Munich. We are proud to share a proven record of excellence and develop cutting-edge technology for connected healthcare. In 2018 we won the EIT-Health Wildcard as best eHealth solution in Europe. In 2019 the European Commission rated us as one of the top innovative SME-companies in Europe. Our aim is to change and disrupt medical diagnostics and medical decision making. We cooperate with world-leading industry partners, outstanding universities and research organizations. It is our philosophy to always work with the best.

Have you set yourself the goal to create something unique, transform, disrupt industry and booster your professional network? Then be part of this stunning adventure and come to work with S4DX as our new Frontend Developer (QT & Vue.js).

Your Tasks:
As our Frontend Developer (QT / Vue), you will be responsible for the design and implementation of our user interfaces (running on our devices locally, as well as web-interfaces). You’ll become an essential part of our interdisciplinary and growing development team.

- Develop and implement our embedded user interface based on QT / QML
- Develop and implement web applications with Vue.js framework
- Deliver clean, testable and maintainable code
- Continuously optimize functionality and quality to improve the product
- Develop new functionalities and evaluate concepts or ideas
- Develop unit and integration tests and adhere to our quality management system

Our Stack:
Phyton, QT QML, JavaScript, Vue, Node.js, HTML5, CSS, REST API, MySQL
Your Profile:

- 2+ years of experience in professional frontend / user interface development or any related field.
- Proven record of experience in QT / QML.
- Experience with JavaScript and Vue.js is beneficial
- Fluent in English – German is beneficial
- Independent, structured and proactive way of working
- Self-responsible personality, creativity and excellent communication skills

We offer

- A full-time position with a competitive salary in an inspiring international team with great academic and industry backgrounds
- Being part of a fast-growing company, developing a cutting-edge technology for digital diagnostics and healthcare
- A real team atmosphere: fascinated by innovation, striving for excellence and enjoying a feedback-driven culture and regular coaching
- Making a difference through entrepreneurial principles in an agile and dynamic working environment with many opportunities for personal and professional development

Please send your meaningful application specifying your salary expectations and some work samples, as well as the earliest possible starting date by email to application@s4dx.com